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NextGeneration NYCHA Strategies

Fund

• 1) Secure relief from 
PILOT

• 2) Improve collection of 
resident rent and fees

• 3) Lease ground floor 
spaces

• 4) Reduce central office 
costs

Operate

• 5) Transform to digital 
organization

• 6) Localize property 
management

• 7) Pursue 
comprehensive 
sustainability agenda

• 8) Increase safety and 
security

(Re)Build

• 9) Refine capital 
planning strategy

• 10) Provide land to 
support creation of 
affordable housing units

• 11) Use HUD programs 
to preserve units

• 12) Adopt design 
excellence practices
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Engage Residents
• 13) Transform from direct service provision to a partnership model 
• 14) Leverage philanthropic dollars through a 501(c)(3)
• 15) Connect residents to quality employment



NextGeneration NYCHA Progress
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Operate
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Online Recertification Rollout

NYCHA’s Online Recertification 
program is expanding with all 
developments expected to be 
online by the end of the year

To support our efforts, we held an 
outreach event for community 
organizations, faith leaders and 
service providers in the Lower East 
SideNYCHA Resident and Rev. Dr. Marc Rivera complete an 

online recertification on NYCHA’s Digital Van



Hard at Work During Superstorm Niko
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Operate

Mayor de Blasio and Councilman Van Bramer visit 
Ravenswood Houses 

(pictured with RA President Carol Wilkins)

NYCHA staff hard at work at Baruch Houses
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Operate
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Operate
Improved Safety at Queensbridge and Albany Houses

Queensbridge North and 
South, as well as Albany 
Houses, celebrate a year of 
zero shootings in 2016

Mayor de Blasio calls it a “year 
of golden silence”

Due in part to $140m 
investment in new lighting, 
layered access, and CCTV’s at 
Queensbridge as part of the 
Mayor’s Action Plan (MAP)

Members of the 696 Build Queensbridge, NYPD’s PSA 9, 
Councilman Jimmy Van Bramer, Assemblywoman Catherine 

Nolan and President of the Queensbridge Tenant Association 
April Simpson celebrating 365 days without shooting at 

Queensbridge Houses
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Operate
NYCHA Joins NYC Carbon Challenge in Fight Against      

Climate Change

 NYCHA pledges to voluntarily reduce 
building-based greenhouse gas emissions 
by 30% over the next 10 years

 NYCHA is joining 20 of city’s leading 
property management firms, owners and 
developers

 As NYC’s largest landlord, NYCHA is 
contributing considerable building portfolio 
to this effort
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Operate
Employee Engagement Committee 2017-2018

“The mission of the Employee Engagement 
Committee (EEC) is to create and foster an 

environment of inclusiveness in which 
members work with and hold NYCHA 
leadership accountable for creating, 

developing, and championing a cohesive 
and collaborative organization to support 
the Authority’s goals of changing the way 

we do business as a landlord to create 
safe, clean, and connected communities.”
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Engage
NYCHA Doubles Number of Free Tax Prep Sites

22 NYCHA locations across the city 
where residents earning less than 
$54,000 a year can file state and 
federal taxes for free with trusted, 
IRS-certified tax preparers. 

Double the number of locations 
available last year.
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Engage
Fund for Public Housing Receives Fast Companies Ranking

Fast Companies ranked NYCHA’s Fund for Public Housing
one of the world’s most innovative companies in 2017
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Engage
Brownsville Matters Art Installation

"Brownsville Matters" outdoor art 
installation in front of Langston 

Hughes Houses on Belmont Avenue 
features local artists whose art 
portrays Brownsville’s past and 

present.



Updates
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State of the City Addresses
“I hope you are like me in the fact that when you watched April Andrews of 
Queensbridge who benefited from the tech talent pipeline, who got a chance to do 
something new with her life, when you heard her talk about how excited she was to 
create Internet access for the people in public housing… [saying] ‘I did that, I made 
Internet.’ I was told not to say it was dope. She said it was dope. I thought it personally 
was pretty dope.”       - Mayor Bill de Blasio

Mayor de Blasio delivering the                    
2017 State of the City address

City Council Speak Melissa Mark-Viverito delivering the            
2017 State of the City address
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NYCHA Goes to Washington, D.C. 

Chair Olatoye meets with Members of Congress                                                                                      
(Clockwise from top left - Rep. Velasquez, Rep. Meng, Rep. Meeks, Rep. Maloney; middle is Rep. Jefferies.)
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Representation
by Dominique Davenport, age 25
Brownsville Matters exhibit
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Key Performance Indicator (KPI) Report
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 The Key Performance Indicator (KPI) report tracks 
NYCHA’s performance in three main areas:

Work Orders (Emergencies, Maintenance and Skilled 
Trades)

 Vacancies (Apartment Turnaround Time)

 Customer Satisfaction (Residents satisfied with 
repairs)



Work Orders Overview
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 As of the end of January, there were 144,108 open work orders which was higher 
than the previous month (138,813) and January 2016 (143,629). 

 In the past 12 months, we created 2.8 million work orders or 232,805 per month; 
53,431 per week; 7,633 per day. 

 NYCHA closed 2.5 million work orders or 210,998 per month; 48,426 per week; 6,918 
per day. 



Emergency Work Orders
 Emergency work orders are high priority items such as heat and hot water, gas, 

elevator outages, etc.  NYCHA has a target of 24 hours to respond to these 
conditions. 

 In  January 2017, the average time to resolve emergencies was 14.7 hours,  lower 
than last year and within the 24 hour target.  

 A total of 50,980 work orders were created and 51,650 were closed. Of the total 
closed: 18,858 (84%) done within 24 hours; 3,614 took over 24 hours;  and 29,178 
were closed without actuals.  362 were cancelled, and 381 were open at the end 
of the month. 
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Maintenance Work Orders
 The Maintenance Service Level measures the Authority’s performance 

in addressing simple repairs.  We have set a target of 7 days.
 In January 2017, the service level was 5.9 days, showing a decrease 

from the previous month (6.4 days) and a reduction of 25% from 
January 2016 (7.9 days). 
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Skilled Trades Work Orders
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 The Skilled Trades Service Level measures the Authority’s performance 
in addressing more complex repairs such as carpentry, painting and 
plastering. 

 The service level in January was 66.3 days, higher than the previous 
month (63.5 days). 



Apartment Turnaround Time
 The Apartment Turnaround measures the average days to re-occupy a 

NYCHA apartment after it has been vacated. The target is 30 days.
 The year to date turnaround for January 2017 was 60.9 days, a 

reduction of 16% compared to 72.2 days for January 2016.
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Customer Satisfaction
 The Customer Satisfaction measures the percentage of residents satisfied 

with the overall experience with their repair. This information is obtained 
from the results of the monthly robocalls conducted by the CCC for closed 
work orders.

 In January 2017, 79.3% residents reported being satisfied with their repair.
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